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Abstract: 

Throughout this framework the pattern analysis and recognition has been accomplished based 

on the fusion of spatial and spectral sensorial data. The main purpose of that is the exploration 

of some salient features in the spatial and spectral domains that simplifies the pattern 

recognition. The spatial and spectral fusion of data patterns confirms the matching process 

that results where Bayesian rule has been applied to the available heterogeneous data. To 

prove the proposed technique, several visible and IR images have been used to show the 

possibility of integrating several spectral range images to achieve the pattern recognition. Also, 

this approach has been applied to  support a too critical forensic purpose, it is the premature burial. 

Keywords: Spatial domain, Spectral domain, Data fusion, Visual image processing, IR image 

processing, forensic image processing, premature burial 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Extraction of salient features in data patterns is a very important issue for recognition, 

classification and similarity measure applications where the pattern size and data amount 

could be huge. The saliency here means the uniqueness of a certain feature by which the 

comparison between the patterns could be clear and expressive.  

Fusion of spatial and spectral sensorial data is an essential subject in high tech applications 

such as; concealed weapon detection, night time surveillance, automatic landing system, 

digital camera applications, medical diagnosis, defect inspection and remote sensing 

 
The goal of spectral and spatial fusion is to integrate multi-sensor, multi-temporal and/or multi-view data into 

one new pattern containing information, the quality of which cannot be accomplished otherwise. This research 

perform multi-sensor fusion of visual and infrared (IR) patterns. Hence, in night-vision environment, only 

limited visual data can be captured by cameras in poor lightning. In such conditions it is difficult to do 

surveillance only by visual sensor while IR camera, that is IR sensor, captures thermal pattern of object clearly. 

Thermal pictures of pedestrian in night-vision environment can be seen clearly in IR pattern sequence. IR 

patterns provide rich data for hot objects, but poor data for cold ones. Visual spectrum, on the other hand, 

provides the visual context to the objects. Thus, the fusion of the two spectra spatially will provide good 

perceptibility to human vision under poor lightning condition. This will help detect the moving objects whatever 

the circumstances perfectly. Several research works have been presented in this area of study. Anjali Malviya, S. 

G. Bhirud presented a fusion technique for visible and IR images. J. Heo, S. Kong, B. Abidi, and M. Abidi 

discusses the fusion of visual and thermal signatures with a focus on eyeglass removal for the purposes of face 

recognition [1, 2, 3, 4]. 
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Pattern recognition using visual images is gaining attention as a superior biometric. Images taken from visual 

band are formed due to reflectance. So, they depend on the external light source, which sometimes might be 

absent e.g. night vision or when there are heavy clouds. Imagery is also difficult because it depends on the 

intensity of light and the angle of the incident of light.  Commonly used face recognition techniques are 

discussed in [5-10]. Recently, face recognition on thermal infrared spectrum has become more common because 

thermal pattern is formed due to thermal emission not light reflection. They do not depend on the external light 

source and the intensity of the light and are also less dependent on the angle of the incident of the light. Different 

methodologies of pattern recognition are performed on visual/thermal images and are compared in [5-10]. 

Pattern fusion can be divided into three types namely, pixel level, feather level and decision level. Both feather 

level and decision level pattern fusion may result in inaccurate and incomplete transfer of information [5-10]. 

 

Pattern  recognition is a challenging task and its domain of application is extended, covering different areas such 

as  security systems, defense applications, and intelligent machines. It involves different image processing issues 

such as face detection, recognition and feature extraction. Recently, fusion of pattern images became more 

common as a superior biometric in case of face recognition. Data fusion is a method which combines different 

patterns of data gathered by the simultaneous use of several sensors to generate a new type of data. Different 

perceptual mechanisms integrate these senses to produce the internal representation of the sensed environment. 

The fusion tends to be synergistic in the scene that data inferred from the process cannot be obtained from any 

proper subset of the sense modalities. This feature of synergism is one that should be sought for when applying 

multisensory integration for machine perception. The principal motivation for the fusion approach is to exploit 

such synergism in the technique for combined interpretation of images obtained from multiple sensors. Hence, 

research work on fusion has been carried out for years. And the obtained fusion results can be classified into two 

types. One is about weak fusion methods, and the other is about strong fusion methods. In the first Type of 

fusion methods, fusion of data generated by sensory modules does not affect the operation of the modules. On 

the contrary, for strong fusion methods, the modules producing the information to be fused are being affected in 

some way by other information from other modules. For the detailed review on current advances in visual and 

thermal pattern recognition. Simple image fusion in spatial domain is discussed earlier, where pattern 

recognition is used to test the fusion of pattern database patterns. Both pattern fusion and decision fusion is 

employed to improve the accuracy of the pattern recognition system [11-18]. 

 

The paper is organized as follows: Fast Spectral Analysis of visible and IR ranges is presented in section II. The 

Spectral Fusion for Forensic Death Diagnosis is discussed in section 3. Section 4 presents the conclusions.  

 

2. Spectral Analysis of visible and IR ranges 
Infrared light lies between the visible range and microwave ranges of the electromagnetic spectrum. It has a 

range of wavelengths, just like visible light has wavelengths that range from red light to violet. "Near infrared" 

light is the closest light in wavelength to visible light and "far infrared" is closer to the microwave range of the 

electromagnetic spectrum. The pictures in figure ( 1.a and  1.b) show the slight difference between the near IR to 

visible range. Figure 2 shows face recognition with and without glasses based on multi-spectrum integration.  

 

Far infrared waves are thermal. In other words, humans experience this type of infrared radiation every day in 

the form of temperature. The heat that we feel from the sun, a fire, a radiator or a warm things in general  is 

infrared. The temperature-sensitive nerves in our skin can detect the difference between inside body temperature 

and outside temperature. Shorter, near infrared waves are not hot. In fact we cannot even feel them. These 

shorter wavelengths are the ones used by TV's remote control [19-22]. 

 

2.1 Direct Fusion of IR and visual Spectra 

This research work fused visual and thermal images. Ideally, the fusion of common pixels can be done by pixel-

wise weighted summation of visual and thermal images. 

F(x, y) = a(x, y)V(x, y) + b(x, y)T(x, y) [12]…………………………………(1) 

where F(x, y) is a fused output of a visual image, V(x, y), and a thermal image, T(x, y) , 

while a(x, y) and b(x, y) represent the weighting factors for visual and thermal images respectively.  This work  

considers a(x, y) =0.70 and b(x, y)=0.30 

 

To show the difference between single spectrum and image fusion based on different of segmentation 

templates. Table (1) presents two case of study of face recognition with and without glasses while 

figure 2 shows the face detection based on spectral and spatial fusion of IR and visible images 
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(a) Visible range imagery (b) IR range imagery 

  

(c) Mismatch of visible spectral pattern match due to 
similarity/affinity 

(d) Uniqueness of IR spectral pattern matching without glasses 

Figure 1: The integration among different spectral ranges reinforces the precision of the pattern recognition 

 

Table 1, Case1: 

   
Original IR Image Binary segmented Image based on IR 

templete 

Successful face detection based on the  

fusion of IR and Visual  Images. Exact 

detection with glasses. 

 
 

 

Original visible Image Binary segmented Image based on visual 

templete 

Failed face detection based on the  visual  

segmentation.  

Successful face detection based on the  fusion of IR and Visual  Images. Exact detection with glasses 
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Table 1, Case 2: 

   

Original IR Image Binary segmented Image based on IR 
templete 

Successful face detection based on the  
fusion of IR and Visual  Images. Exact 

detection without  glasses. 

 
 

 

Original visible Image Binary segmented Image based on visual 

templete 

Failed face detection based on the  visual  

segmentation 

Successful face detection based on the  fusion of IR and Visual  Images. Exact detection without  glasses 

 

 
Figure  2.: Face detection based on spectral and spatial fusion of IR and visible images 

 

The fusion rule used here is based on feature level. The data obtained from one spectrum is used to 

extract the feature vector from the other spectrum which are independent from those extracted from 

the other, these feature vectors are concatenated to produce  a single new fused pattern. This process is 

difficult when spectra are heterogeneous. One of the most important factors is the selection of the 

appropriate IR rage for precise face detection. Figure 3 shows the results of face detection based on 

different IR ranges. The results confirm that the fusion of visible images with the Mid-Wave IR gives 

the best face detection. 
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Visible Range Short-Wave (near) IR Mid-Wave IR Long-Wave (far) IR 

    

a) face mismatch  b) recognized c) recognized d) recognized 

0.5 : 0.7 Microns 1.0 : 2.0 Microns 3.0 : 5.0 Microns 8.0 : 12.0 Microns 

Figure 3.: Pattern fusion analysis over visible and IR ranges. The  best result is obtained from the integration of visual and mid-wave IR 

 

 
Figure  4.: Face recognition based on spectral and spatial fusion of IR and visible images using Bayesian Fusion 

 

2.2. Bayesian Fusion  

The Bayesian Update form makes the probability of an object being a face (Pl) is one minus 

the probability of it being false (Pd), and vice-versa, so; 

     yxMapyxEmpyxPl ,,1,   (18) 

Figures 4. Presents face recognition based on spectral and spatial fusion of IR and visible 

images using Bayesian fusion.  

If the pattern is in the free space area of the camera (either visual or IR), the value  yxPE ,  is 

generated.  The first step is to translate  yxPE ,  so that rather than representing the 

probability that a pattern  is a face of person using number is the range [0..1], the range of 

numbers [0..0.5] is used, where zero means that the pattern is definitely not a face of person, 

and 0.5 means there is no information about the object.  

     2,1', yxPyxP EE   (19) 

 yxPE ,  is then integrated with the prior value of the pattern using the equation below, the 

Bayesian probabilistic update formula.  

 
   

         yxMapyxPyxMapyxP

yxMapyxP
yxMap

EE

E

,1*,1,*,

,*,
,


  (20) 

A similar method is performed on an update on a pattern in the area of the camera.  First 

 yxPO ,  is translated from the range [0..1] to [0.5..1], where 0.5 represents deficit of 

knowledge about the object, and 1 means the object is definitely correct.  
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    2,5.0', yxPyxP OO   (21) 

Finally the map is updated by the new value:  

 
   

         yxMapyxPyxMapyxP

yxMapyxP
yxMap

oO

O

,1*,1,*,

,*,
,


  (22) 

The Log Update Method uses a multiplication to integrate new values from the cameras with 

a priori data, and then combines the probabilities of the object being object or not using 

logarithms and addition.  Because of the use of multiplication, it is required for  yxPO ,  to be 

translated to a number greater than one, and for  yxPE ,  to be translated in a similar manner 

to a number less than one.  This ensures that a surface reading causes the overall value to rise, 

while a free space reading causes it to fall.  

 

  ),(*),(',

),(*),(',

yxPyxPlyxPl

yxPyxPdyxPd

O

E




 (24) 

Finally, the free space and surface values are combined to form the result using logarithms and 

addition.  

       yxPlyxPdyxMap ,log*,log, 1010  (25) 

Unlike the previous two mathematical update methods, the Log Update Method does not map values into a range 

[0..1].  For this reason a cut off value must be set at which it can be said that an object  is definitely alive and 

another value at which the object is definitely dead. 

 

3. Spectral Fusion for Forensic Death Diagnosis 
One of the most important applications of the spatial and spectral analysis of signals is the victim detection in 

disasters. When one looks at a picture of the human body with infrared technology, all you see is radiating heat. 

That heat is generated within our bodies and it helps to keep us alive. In fact, the human body generates so much 

heat that in only 30 minutes, the average body gives off enough heat (throughout the entire body) to bring half a 

gallon of water to boil. To detect alive bodies the thermographic imagery is an efficient technique to distinguish 

between dead and alive bodies. Figure (5) shows the vanishing of thermal energy radiated by a body from alive 

state to death state. 

 

     

Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4 Sample 5 

     

192858 159615 153223 20256 1788 

ِكن َلا تُْبِصُروَن  ﴾٣٨﴿َوأَنتُْم ِحينَئٍِذ تَنظُُروَن  ﴾٣٨﴿فَلَْوََل إَِذا بَلََغِت اْلُحْلقُوَم  ـٰ سورة –قرآن كريم  ﴾٣٨﴿َونَْحُن أَْقَرُب إِلَْيِه ِمنُكْم َولَ

٣٨—٣٨الواقعة   
“Then why, when the soul at death reaches the throat (83) And you are at that time looking on - (84) And Our 

angels are nearer to him than you, but you do not see - (85)”  Holy Quran, Al-Waaqia 83—85. 

Figure 5.: Death observation based on IR spectra imagery 

 

Death process has emotional, spiritual, mental and physical symptoms. Throughout this article we focus on 

employing spatial and spectral image analysis to study the death process by which the right treatment could be 
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applied. The visual symptoms are clear signs of death where the skin color changes and coldness of the body 

increases over the time. Figure shows the gradual cooling of dead body under IR imagery. The visual diagnosis 

may provide a clear decision to distinguish among death symptoms and the symptoms of some toxicity conditions 

where the patient appears to be dead while he/she is still alive. This framework supports forensic purposes by 

helping in avoiding misdiagnosis of death and preventing premature burial. Figure 5. shows the gradual cooling 

of a copse based on the infrared imagery.  

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Throughout this framework the pattern analysis and recognition has been accomplished based 

on the fusion of spatial and spectral sensorial data. The presented results show the 

improvement and precision in face recognition based on the integration of both visual and IR 

images. To distinguish between the decision making and decision confirmation Bayesian rule 

has been applied to confirm the results based on repeated visual and infrared images. 

Moreover the presented approach has been applied to support a very critical subject in 

forensic research, it is premature burial, where we recommend that in some conditions the 

corpse of someone should not be buried or cooled in refrigerators before 24 hours of the 

physical death declared by a physician.  
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